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Abstract: Bacteriophages are considered a genetic strategy to combat pathogen bacteria that show resistance to antibiotics.
Molecular biology has implemented various control measures to deal with bacteria; the application of bacteriophage directly
to tuberculosis viruses is a technological tool currently using. Mycobacteriophage is a type of virus that infects mycobacterium
hosts. Because most of them have been genetically modified, they are providing insights into viral diversity. Furthermore, phage
therapy is potentially a way to improve the treatment of bacterial infections strictly mediated by bacteriophages of lysogenic
and lytic type. Genetic modifications are an essential factor for the development of future phage therapy applications to control
the diseases caused by Mycobacterium tuberculosis. This review is about the mycobacteriophages to control the antimicrobial
resistance caused by Mycobacterium tuberculosis thought some applications of phage therapy.
KeyWords: Bacteriophages, phage therapy, resistance, mycobacteriophage, Mycobacterium tuberculosis.

Introduction
Bacteriophages are considered as a backbone of the
biological universe, forming an enormous, ancient, dynamic,
and genetically diverse population, replete with genes that were
used to identify the basis of genetic material1. Bacteriophages
or phages are a type of virus considered the most abundant
biological entity on the earth, with an estimated of 1031 total
particles2,3,4. These phages have 20-200 nm in size and they
influence gene transfer for the evolution of bacterial species5.
In the base of this, these viruses are driven by horizontal gene
transfer with host and other phages6. They can infect and kill
bacteria minutes later the contact, replicate, and their progeny
are released after bacteriolysis2.
Moreover, bacteriophages are antibacterial agents because
they represent a potential solution to some problems2.
Although Frederick W. Twort discovered these in Great Britain
in 1915 and Félix d´Herelie in France in 1917, they were
hindered by the discovery of antibiotics7. The bacteriophage
has three structures: the head, the tail, and the long tail fibers8.
The head consists of a core of DNA or RNA genomes and some
proteins that are in the capsid coat such as PIII, PIV, PV, PVIII8.
The long tail has a hollow central core that surrounded by
the contractile sheath and ends with a hexagonal base-plate.
Furthermore, the tail is specialized for the injection of DNA into
the host cell. In the end, the long tail fibers are proteins that
are attached to the baseplate´s periphery9.
Phages have two possible life cycles, which are the lytic
cycle and lysogenic, which depend on the interactions with
their physical environment of the bacterium. The lytic cycle
occurs when the phage inserts its material genetic into the
host cell, killing these cells, and releasing mature viruses10. On
the other hand, the lysogenic life cycle is where phages instead
of directly killing their hosts, integrate into their genome
in the form of a plasmid. This life cycle can be stable by so
much time and even the cells that contain DNA phage can be
replicated. Also, the bacteriophage may alter the phenotype
of the bacterium/ archaea by expressing genes that are not
expressed10.
Antibiotic resistance is understood as a mechanism that
the bacteria develop to continue living in the host by activating

the mechanisms to reduce the action of antimicrobial agents
to live in the host by a long time11. Seven hundred thousand
deaths due to antimicrobial resistance are recorded per year
if this problem is not controlled. It is estimated that in 2050
there will be 10 million deaths12. For this reason, bacterial
resistance to antibiotics is a severe problem in contemporary
medicine12,13. In consequence, since phages can evolve and
overcome resistance, they represent an alternative strategy to
combat bacterial infections and diseases12,14.
The
difference in language, the protocol of the
establishment of clinical trials, and the appearance of
antibiotics between the countries of the East and West, has
delayed the development of phage therapy12. This therapy
alternative focuses on virulent bundles, which requires low
doses and treatment frequencies to achieve the optimum
effect. The most important characteristic of this natural killer,
its high specificity of the host reduces the damage to other
bacteria12. Although the preclinical study of the therapy has
100% success in infections caused by pathogens of resistance
to multi drugs, there are no approved antibacterial drugs only
ongoing completed clinical trials2,12. Due to bacteriophages
exhibit specificity in bacterial hosts, mycobacteriophages
are taken as a resource to identify clinical isolates of
mycobacterium strains15. One of them, Mycobacterium
tuberculosis (M. tuberculosis) which is responsible for
human tuberculosis and presents a slow growth, the reason
why the phage typing accelerates the diagnostc15. For this
reason, we have focused on the use of specific bacteriophage
(mycobacteriophage) to control the antimicrobial resistance
that is produced by M. tuberculosis through phage therapy,
mainly modification of the genome phage.
Phage therapy
The global resistance to antibiotics and the human
microbiota was the primary context for using bacteriophages
for therapeutic purposes7. Viral phage therapy or also called
phage therapy is the therapeutic defined by the use of specific
bacteriophages to fight pathogenic bacteria that cause
infections16.
The advantages of using phage therapy can be 1. Due to
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the auto dosing phenomenon, which is the capacity of phages
to increase their population in the place where their host is,
the repeated administration of phages in the therapy site is
avoided. 2. The specificity of lytic phages on broad-spectrum
antibiotics causes the infection of few bacterial strains.
Consequently, there is no alteration of the environmental
commensal microbiota. 3. The automatic elimination of
phages in the absence of hosts (the result of host lysis). 4.
Because the mechanism of action of phages (infection and
killing of bacteria) is different from that of antibiotics, it can be
used in treatments for diseases caused by bacteria resistant to
many drugs. 5. The use of phage proteins to develop therapies
simple structure to develop therapies with phage proteins or
phage complex for the distribution of vaccines. 6. Efficacy in
the prevention and elimination of biofilms 7 Self-modulation of
phages concerning bacteria to infect and lyse them2. Recent
studies of phage therapy use small vertebrate animals and
have focused on acute infections, where the bacterium causing
the disease can be identified by rapid diagnostic methods7.
Finally, these studies suggest a significant benefit in the
treatment of pulmonary infections resistant to antibiotics,
wound, and gastrointestinal infections7.
Mycobacterium tuberculosis is a bacterium responsible for
causes tuberculosis in humans that has been leading cause
of death worldwide. According to OMS in 2018, Tuberculosis
is responsible for 1.3 million deaths and multidrug-resistant18
caused some of them. Besides, the bacterium can develop new
strategies to live in the host by any time, creating an incurable
disease. One of the latest alternative therapies is phage therapy,
which is based on the use of mycobacteriophages (phages) to
treat and suppress bacterial infections. Mycobacteriophages
are a phage that infects both M. smegmatis and M. tuberculosis
bacterium and has that capacity of rapid replication also, can
penetrate macrophages by phagocytosis12 and has complex
cell envelope and a double-strand DNA genome and can form
a single cluster or many clusters19. The antibiotic control
resistance of Mycobacterium can be by two strategies such
as phage as an informative gene of foreign DNA and genetic
modification.

microscopy20. The phage with the reporter gene very efficiently
infects the bacterium. Therefore the majority of the bacterium
population should become fluorescent. According to some
investigations, they used Φ2GFP12 compared to that of
Φ2GFP10, which are DS6A-based reporter phages21. Also, both
emit fluorescence at similar intensities; however, fluorophore
is more useful to infect and generate more fluorescence in M.
tuberculosis22. In this way, we can see how useful the phage is
by infecting bacteria. Finally, this alternative is a good overview
of the active phage division potential for bacterial detection
and elimination.
Due to the bacteriophages, lithics have a fast lysis13, which
can cause problems by release endotoxins and superantigens13.
As a consequence, it induces an inflammatory response with
dangerous side effects and an uncontrolled replication23. For
these reasons, several scientists suggest a genetic modification
used the lysogenic cycle to enhance phage efficacy to combat
antibiotics resistance.

Mycobacteriophages therapy in tuberculosis

In the same case, due to M. tuberculosis has a reservoir of
genes and cassettes, the phage genomes can be manipulated
in vivo by molecular cloning, it is another alternative to
phage therapy. The vectors can transform Mycobacterium
tuberculosis into not resistance using phage and yeast artificial
chromosome (YAC) as a vector. Fig 1. In some of the integration
vectors more used are the following: aphasia, brujita L5, Bxb,
Tweety, Giles, omega and Ms6 (52, 68, 72-74, 83, 121, 122)15.
These can be transformed efficiently and can work in fast and
slow strains because the integrases of tyrosine use the attB
sites. However, transformation frequencies are extremely
low22. An example is the use of a lethal agent delivery system
(LADS), this technique uses a phage-based in vivo packaging
system to create a recombinant phage with the capacity of
delivering and naturally expressing the designed antibacterial
genes23. Besides, with this, the modification of lysis genes
phages by a gene encoding which can be a small acid-soluble
spore protein (SASP), as well as that, it has the capacity of
stopping all cellular activity23. However, the effect of natural
phage multiplication at the infection site is lost. Moreover, we
need to aggregate a toxin, which induces cell death or lyses to
eliminate the infected bacterium24. Fig 1. According to some
investigations, the insertion of the whole page genome inside
a yeast artificial chromosome (YAC) vector by homologous
recombination to create a recombinant YAC that is then

Mycobacteriophages are essential tools in the development
of genetics and to provide clinical tools for the control of
tuberculosis due to the high capacity to replicate4. Like most
phages, mycobacteriophages introduce their genetic material
into the host15, replicate efficiently, express genes at high levels
using a variety of regulatory strategies such as three proteins
Lysine A, Lysine B, and a holine and some additional proteins
capable of lysing the cell membrane. These bacteriophages
have a unique characteristic; the rate of growth of the phage is
extremely greater than the growth of M. tuberculosis; for this
reason is more likely to eliminate bacteria20.
Early gene expression occurs in the third minute, with
late transcription initiating about 30 minutes after infection,
and continuing until lysis about 180 minutes after infection15.
Due to this advantage, mycobacterium can be used in different
applications. First, phage as informative genes that mark
the of foreign DNA for which a derivative of phage L5 was
constructed, which carries the luciferase gene (an indicator of
the vial mycobacterium), also a phage indicating D29, which is
a carrier of the green fluorescent protein. With this strategy,
we can supply phages containing the two proteins, and as a
result, we can determine the efficiency and specificity of the
phages by a luminometer and look at the infected cells by

Figure 1. Mycobacteriophage ADN (with YAC inserted) penetrating into Mycobacterium tuberculosis.
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propagated in the vector host23. Then, the phage genome
should be modifying inside the vector. As a result, the phage
genome would have a toxin and an antibacterial gene.
Finally, the YAC containing the mutant phage can
be inserted into a bacterium, followed by replication of
engineered phage20. Some studies suggest that t7 made up by
the insertion of different sequences, give as a consequence the
viable phages out these typical genomes by transforming the
bacterial host into a new non- resistant bacterium by engineer
phage genomes25. However, it is very difficult to work with large
sequences of DNA in vitro and the need to transform bacterium
to obtain viable phages capable of infecting the bacterium,
inserting its genome material26. Finally, this application is the
most efficient because the mycobacterium will have another
genetic material, besides it will be transformed into a nonresistant bacterium that can be eliminated easily.

Conclusions
In the last few years, the use of bacteriophages as a therapeutic alternative has had a significant impact and interest.
Human infections caused by mycobacterium can be understood and combated with phage for mycobacterium hosts. For
this reason, phage therapy is a realistic alternative to combat
antibiotic resistance, which depends on the strategies used for
the limitations that may result from being a therapeutic agent.
Furthermore, implementing this therapy option requires the
use of a variety of phages to overcome the limited range of
hosts and the risk of bacterial mutants resistant to phages.
Finally, more research is needed in phage encapsulation to support the development of therapy. We expected that with the
identification of more phages, the application of phage therapy
will become successful.

Antibiotic resistance
It is understood as a mechanism that the bacteria develop
to continue living in the host by activating the mechanisms to
reduce the action of antimicrobial agents to live in the host
by a long time11.
Mycobacteriophages
It is a specific bacteriophage against M. tuberculosis. Also,
it is an essential clinical tool for the control of tuberculosis
due to the high capacity to replicate4. Mycobacteriophages
introduce their genetic material into the host5, replicate
efficiently, express genes at high levels using a variety of
regulatory strategies such as Lysine A, Lysine B and some
additional proteins capable of lysing the cell membrane20.
Modification of the phage DNA.
The mycobacteriophage genetic material
will be
composed of a vector with toxin and an antibacterial gene.
This vector is inserted in yeast artificial chromosome (YAC).
Finally, the YAC containing the mutant phage can be inserted
into a bacterium, causing it to lose its resistance and be easily
eliminated15,20,24.
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